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Editorial – Twenty years of Atlantean Publishing!
Yes,  it’s  twenty  years  since  the  first  issue  of

Monomyth appeared – and the sixtieth issue should be
out around the same time as this, the eightieth issue of
what originally was The Monomyth Supplement.

Also  out  now  is  the  revised  and  extended
paperback version of the King In Yellow anthology – A
Terrible Thing (available to order from Amazon).  For
those of you who are not online, I’m hoping to be able to
supply copies via the press in the new year.

Best,
DJ Tyrer,

   Editor

The Atlantean Publishing Blog is at :
http://atlanteanpublishing.wordpress.com

Editorial Address
4 Pierrot Steps

71 Kursaal Way
Southend-on-Sea

Essex, SS1 2UY, UK

Email :  atlanteanpublishing@hotmail.com

Copies of The Supplement are available for £1.20
in the UK and £2.50/US$5/€5 overseas.

Available as a PDF for free.

Please note that we take no liability for cash sent
through the post. Sterling cheques and postal orders

must be payable to DJ Tyrer.

PayPal :  You can now pay through
https://www.paypal.me/DJTyrer

The website with access to the wiki and copies of
Awen Online is located at :

http://atlanteanpublishing.blogspot.co.uk/

Data Dump

For all the genre
poetry news send 80p/
$2 to Steve Sneyd for

an issue from :

Hilltop Press,
4 Nowell Place,
Almondsbury,
HD5 8PB, UK

. . . . . . . . . . . 

If  anyone  knows  the  address  of
Vann Scytare, please let me know,
or ask Vann to get in contact as I
have  lost  it  and  have  a
contributor’s copy to send…
……………………………………………………

the frogmore papers
are a forum for new poetry, prose
and artwork, founded in 1983 and
appearing bi-annually in March

and September.

www.frogmorepress.co.uk
. . . . . . . . . . . 

Articles  and  reviews  are
required for future issues.

The Pen
Poetry Explosion Newsletter

An international promulgation of the
written word.

Guidelines:
thepoetbandcompany.yolasite.com

Blog:
thepoetbandcompany.blogspot.com

Twitter: @poetryplus
Email: wewuvpoetry@hotmail.com

Poetry  (<40  lines)  and  prose  (<300
words) sought for future issues. Submit
five  pieces  (any  sort  or  theme)  in  the
body of the email and include your postal
address.

Subscribe (one year) for $25
(USA/Canada) or $35 (RoW) via PayPal

to givemequality@yahoo.com
.………………………………………...

Submissions Wanted!

Tolkien @125

To  celebrate  the  125th  birthday  of  JJR
Tolkien,  we  are  looking  for  poetry,  fiction
and non-fiction celebrating his life and work
and the ideas and themes contained therein.
We  don't  want  straight  fan  fiction,  but
anything else will be considered.

Deadline: End of December 2016 

Tigershark ezine #12

The horror issue. Fiction from Steve Carr,
Aeronwy Dafies,  R.W.W. Greene,  Bobbie
Groth,  Neil  K.  Henderson,  Kerry  Kelly,
Denny  E.  Marshall,  Alyson  Rhodes,
Wendy L. Schmidt, Paul Stansbury, and DJ
Tyrer  Poetry  from  Robert  Beveridge,
Lorraine  Caputo,  Aeronwy  Dafies,  DS
Davidson,  Robert  Gross,  Jennifer  Ruth
Jackson,  Kerry  Kelly,  Denny  E.  Marshall,
Frederick J. Mayer, J.J. Steinfeld, Charles
Trimberger, and Mercedes Webb-Pullman
Artwork  from Robert  Gross,  Kerry  Kelly,
Denny  E.  Marshall,  and  Wendy  L.
Schmidt.

For your  free copy of the new issue and
any of the previous eleven issues, email

tigersharkpublishing@hotmail.co.uk

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Would you like a free copy of
DJ Tyrer’s urban horror booklet,

Black & Red ?

You would?
Well, all you have to do is request

a copy of the PDF by emailing
atlanteanpublishing@hotmail.com



Reviews By Neal Wilgus

Lightning Wolves
By David Lee Summers

2014, Pb/digital, 259pp, $15.95/$4.99
Sky Warrior Books, PO Box 99,

Clinton, MT 59825, USA
www.skywarriorbooks.com

Here’s a novel that takes place in the
Wild  West  in  the  1870s  and,  as
expected,  has  colourful  cowboys,
noble  natives,  grim gunfights,  robust
romance, and – war.

What’s  different  about  this
rousing  adventure  is  that  it  takes
place  in  what  I  prefer  to  call
Alternative  History,  also  known  as
What-If,  or,  in  this  case,  steampunk.
In the fantasy world of steampunk, the
late  1800s  saw  the  rise  of  steam
technology which brought about a lot
of  modern  inventions  a  century
sooner  than  in  our  slower-moving
Alternative.

Thus  Lightning  Wolves
begins  with  two  of  its  large  cast  of
characters,  Larissa  Crimson  and
Professor  Maravilla,  trying  to  repair
their  steam-driven  flying  machines
after  a  battle  over  Denver  with  the
invading Russian army. Maravilla calls
his  invention  the  ornithopter,  but
others refer to them as Owls. Most of
the Owls are destroyed in the Russian
attack and Larissa and Maravilla  set
out to find resources to rebuild them.

Meanwhile,  other  major
players are also on the move – an ex-
sheriff  Ramon  Morales  and  his
fiancée, Fatemah Karimi,  a cowhand
called Billy McCarty, newspaper man
Luther  Duncan,  various  military  men
and  Masuda  Hoshi,  a  transplanted
Japanese  samurai.  There  are  a
garden  variety  of  bad  guys,  too,  of
course,  in  a complicated set  of  sub-
plots  involving  ghosts  riding
camelback,  super  lightning  guns,
cattle rustling and bank robbery, that
Russian  invasion,  and  the
involvement  of  a  tribe  of  Apache.
Behind it  all  is  something called the
Legion,  a  telepathic  life  form  from
outside  the  solar  system  that
provoked  the  Russian  roughhousing
and  the  American  response.
Steampunk is, after all, a sub-genre of
science fiction.

The Lightning Wolves of the
title  are the work of  Larissa and her
military assistant  – bicycles powered
by steam-age propulsion  and  armed
with the lightning guns that have the
bad  habit  of  exploding  without
warning. Most of the story takes place
in Arizona and New Mexico, but, fairly

late,  the  action  sifts  to  the  San
Francisco area, where the battle with
the  Russians  continues.  Larissa
manages to get a few lightning wolves
to  the  Bay area  where  many of  the
other  main  characters  are  already
involved.

Lightning  Wolves,  by  the
way, is the sequel to Summers’ earlier
steampunk  novel,  Owl  Dance,  in
which the battle over Denver and the
conflict with the telepathic aliens take
place.  Not  to worry –  I  haven’t  read
Owl  Dance,  but  had  no  problem
picking up what had gone before, all
within  the  first  chapter  of  Lightning
Wolves.  David  Lee  Summers  is  a
talented  spinner  of  pseudo-science
adventures  with  nary  a  vampire  nor
zombie  in  sight.  This  may  not  be
ground-breaking  literature,  but  it’s
great fun to read and well  worth the
time spent doing so. Don’t miss it!

Rosetta Café
By t. kilgore splake

2014, Pb,52pp, $9.95, Shoe Music Press
www.shoemusicpress.com

The Cartographer’s Ink
By Okla Elliott

2014, Pa, 103pp, no price listed
The New York Quarterly Foundation,

Inc.
PO Box 2015, Old Chelsea Station,

New York, NY 10113, USA
books.nyq.org

In  a  brief  introduction,  poet  splake
gives  a  quick  sketch  of  his  career
(college  professor,  retired)  and  his
habit of starting the day with coffee at
whatever  café  is  available.  Such  a
routine!  Now,  you  can  relive  that
routine in  Rosetta Café, forty poems
depicting  the  morning  ritual,  along
with seven full-page colour photos of
café equipment by splake.

The  poems  are  not  exactly
clones,  but  carbon  copies  of  his
observations,  with  lines  running
mostly  to  two  or  three  words,  thus:
“winter  sparrows  singing  /  pretty
young girl / rosetta café / new dress /
sexy  orange  shoes  /  table  laptop
hum.” Hold onto your… coffee cup.

Starkly  contrasting  is  Okla
Elliot,  who  ranges  all  over  several
maps as he explores his poetic world.
A  Distinguished  Fellow  at  the
University of Illinois, Elliott begins with
The Light  Here,  which ends “I  know
you have light where you are, / better
light  even,  /  but  I  wanted  you  to
know  /  about  the  light  here.”  From
here to eternity is but a short step for
Elliott, who warns of “…the battle with

Humbaba / we are going to lose,” and,
quoting  Sir  Isaac  Newton  on  lucid
bodies divides us into “… those who
fall down and form a shining star / and
those  who  coalesce  into  dark
planets…”  In  This  Bothersome  Bird,
Elliott  asks  a  gray  bird,  “Perch,
please, with me on the edge / of an
apocalypse…”

In  addition  to  such
philosophical  rambles,  Elliott  also
speaks  of  real-world  maps  he  has
travelled, as in  Mannheim, Germany,
Phone  Booth  in  the  Turkish  District,
where  he  concludes,  “And  I  know  I
shouldn’t,  but I  say /  Your phone bill
will  be  awful.”  In  the  poem  Visiting
Lenin’s  Tomb,  we’re  treated  to  a
scene  where  “…zombies  crawl  the
clubs  of  Moscow  .  for  black  opium,
funhouse- / mirroring the mummy / in
his glass coffin.” And, in What Lonely
Continents, Elliott writes “Last night I
dream  of  Africa…  but  you  /  weren’t
there  and  that  made  things  more
difficult…”

The cover of  Cartographer’s
Ink  is  a  fine  image  of  birds  taking
flight and appropriately the final poem
is  The  Inside  Bird,  where  we  are
urged “let us nurse the inside bird / to
screeching  health  /  Let  us  make  its
fate our  own.”  But,  wait  – turn  back
one  page  to  The  Apocalypse  –  Or:
May I  Have The Last  Dance?  which
concludes,  “He  grins  at  the  sun’s
darkening eclipse. / Look, look at the
lovely grease on the lips.”

And, is coffee cup, I suppose.

Continued on next page.
…………………………………………...

Advertisement

Gems or Gelignite
By Ruth Reubens

Rubies and Rust
By Ruth Reubens

Copies of these two booklets of
Catholic-inspired poetry can be
obtained by sending 50p each +

SAE to Ruth Reubens at :

Flat 4, Whitchurch House,
3 Kingsdown Close, London, W10

.……………………………………………………

Got an opinion?
We want your letters of comment!



My Words Were
Now Written

By Peter Cox
2015, Pb, 60pp, £5, email:

cardinal1@yahoo.co.uk

British  poet  Cardinal  Cox  is
continually coming up with something
new  and  unexpected.  Those  of  us
who have followed his self-published
pamphlets  are  long-familiar  with  his
series  devoted  to  the  fantasy/horror
genre, but we’ve also been treated to
his  work  in  science  fiction,
steampunk,  folk-punk,  history-punk,
and the works  of  English poet  John
Clare,  as  well  as  his  reviews  and
short stories.

The unexpected, this time, is
a chapbook of poems he wrote while
poet-in-residence,  from  Easter  2012
to  Easter  2013,  at  the  St.  John  the
Baptist  church  in  Peterborough.  My
Words Were Now Written, consisting
of  verse  devoted  to  weddings,
holidays,  funerals,  and  special
occasions,  formed  the  core  of  his
show  titled  ‘Lapsed  Agnostic’,  which
may explain why the chapbook deals
mostly  with  church  functions,  rather
than  religious  issues and  beliefs.  As
usual,  Cox  supplies  a  running
commentary at the end of each poem.
A forward by Canon Ian Black is brief;
the title is a quote from Job 19:23.

The Girl on the Swing
And

A Night In Crumbling
Voices

Two novellas by Peter Grandbois
2014, Pb, 143pp, $12

Wordcraft of Oregon, LLC, PO Box
3235, La Grande, OR 97850, USA

I’m 50-50 on this one – two novellas,
one  I  kinda  liked,  the  other  not  so
much.

When  I  started  reading  The
Girl on the Swing, I was a bit put off
by  the  author’s  odd  approach  and
even the title. The girl  is only on the
swing  for  the  first  few  pages,  then
something  happens  that’s  hard  to
understand, and the reactions by her
father,  mother  and  brother  are,  well,
unbelievable.  I  won’t  spoil  your  alert
by  giving  specifics,  but  as  the  story
progresses, the girl,  Isabel, becomes
stranger,  more  alien,  and  finally,  no
longer  human.  This  is  Kafka’s
Metamorphosis taken  in  a  new
direction  and,  once  you  accept  that,
the  odd  narrative  becomes  more  –
comfortable?

If  the  swing  girl  is

Kafkaesque,  A Night  in  Crumbling
Voices may  be  an  attempt  to  dig
something out of Dostoevsky’s Notes
From  the  Underground.  Alas,  this
tale  of  the  Mole  People,  who  come
digging up into closets and bedrooms
to  spirit  their  victims  away,  fails  to
produce  any  philosophical  angst  or
night  chills.  The  story  is  told  in  a
series  of  short  victim  accounts  and
police  reports,  with  some  lecture
notes about  the Hollow Earth  theory
thrown  in  to  give  the  story  some
theoretical structure, I guess. But, that
doesn’t  help  and  all  those  voices
crumble to dust.

A  note  in  the
Acknowledgements says  The Girl on
the Swing was inspired by the movie
The  Quatermass  Xperiment (1953)
and  A Night  In  Crumbling  Voices
was inspired by the movie  The Mole
People (1956). Perhaps that explains
something.

Blue Collar Review
Vol. 17, No. 3

Spring 2014
Editors: Al Markowitz

and Mary Franke
Quarterly, $15/year

Partisan Press, PO Box 11417,
Norfolk, VA 23517, USA

partisanpress.org

The  editors  of  this  unique  journal
begin  this  issue  with  the  statement
that  the poems herein  “speak of  the
endless  frustration,  drudgery  and
inanity  of  the  workplace.”  Thus,
Stephen Kolter’s  3rd Shift begins with
“Nobody  should  ever  be  awake  /
between  4  and  6  in  the  morning”
which  he calls  “Nobody’s  time.”  The
last poem in this issue is  Lotus of a
Thousand  Mondays by  Robert
Edwards,  who observes  “The nature
of things / becomes  as obvious as a
wheel / rolled on top of your foot.”

Between  these  bookends
you’ll  find  Something  of  Value by
Shirley  Adelmann,  who  wants
“something the marketplace /  values
more than a poem.” And, Roibeard Ui-
Neal’s  A  Private,  Postmodern
Golgotha in  which  …i  can’t  imagine
Sisyphus happy,  /  or  be the  change
Gandhi wanted to see in the world.” In
She  by Dana Stamps, II,  comes the
cry “We, all humanity / need you to tell
us that there is no glory in war, / only
gory,  horrible  tragedy,  PTSD,  /  or  a
broken mind, / or death.”

Two  numbers  stand  out  as
well – 27 Things You Can Do With an
MFA by Dan Wilcox and 300 Girls by
Mary  Franke.  And,  there  is  much,

much  more,  poems  by  Dolores
Guglielmo,  Normal,  TK  O’Rourke,
Marc Swan, Colleen Powderly, Teresa
Carson,  and  many  others.  Blue
Collar has  been  working  for  the
working  class  for  a  long  time  and
there’s obviously going to be a need
for it for a long time to come. Join in!

Highly recommended.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Letters To The Editor

Dear DJ,
Thank  you  very  much  for  The

Dark  Tower:  Volume  Six,  A  Broken
Mind,  Bards  159 and  160,  Monomyth
59,  The  Supplement 79  and  The  Art
Mephitic,  all  of  which  I  enjoyed  very
much.

The Dark Tower was especially
good,  with  some  great  poems  in  it  –
volume six and it’s still full of good stuff!
– I think it could go on forever! Likewise,
A Broken Mind was  also full  of  really
good stuff.  In  Monomyth,  I  particularly
enjoyed  Changes,  or  Disappearing
Tracks by  Geoff  William  and  Spacer’s
Choice by Neal Wilgus.  Nova by Pamela
Harvey  and  Failure by  John  Francis
Haines were the standouts of  Bard 159.
And,  I particularly liked  Autumn Leaves
by Aeronwy Dafies  in  Bard 160.  Most
enjoyable.

All the best,
Chris Catt James

Dear DJ,
Once  again,  I  must  say  how

much  I  enjoyed  Mars and  –  very
especially  –  Jimbo  of  Mars by  DS
Davidson.  The  denouement/punch-line
was priceless! One day, I hope I can write
a story like that!

Cheers,
Pamela Harvey

Dear DJ,
Many  thanks  for  the  copies  of

Bard. I’ve been enjoying the high-quality
poetry within and without. It’s also great
to have an extra copy to pass onto a friend
or relative.

Best wishes,
Angela Saunderson

Dear DJ,
Thanks for the copy of Another 

Fine Mess, very much enjoyed.
Yours,

Cardinal Cox

More overleaf.



Dear DJ,
Thanks  for  sending

T’Supplement #79 in hard copy (just the
way I like ‘em). I’m now passed cataract-
free, but still awaiting reading glasses. As
William  Blake  nearly  said,  “The  dark
satanic mills grind slow before the doors
of perception are cleansed, tiger.”

I’m sure this issue will go down
in  literary  history  as  the  ‘Paul  Murphy
issue’,  but  it’s  none the worse for that.  

The  Royal  Academy  Summer
Exhibition successfully  conveyed  an
almost  bamboozling  array  of  assorted
exhibits in multifarious guises.

Almost bamboozling, were it not
for the erudition and skill of our eloquent
guide.  Nothing  bamboozling  about  the
RUSSIAN  PORTRAITS  piece  which
fascinated me to the point off digging out
a  volume  of  my  1920s  Encyclopaedia
Britannica to look at portraits of Russian
authors  (mainly  photos).  The
monochrome reproduction of Dostoevsky
(either a photo or realist painting detail)
shows a shell-shocked, almost crazy look
in  the  eyes.  Paul’s  description  of  the
exhibition  painting  puts  flesh  on  the
shadow, as it were. Culture and Conquest
varied  the  tone  of  the  issue  yet  again,
taking  me on  a  colourful  journey  while
filling in some gaps in my education.

The  Lady  From  Afar poem
absolutely  mesmerised.  I’ve  never  been
altogether  sure  about  collaborations,  but
this one certainly hit the mark. (I couldn’t
“see  a  lady  from  afar”  before  my  eye
operations, but now the subject provokes
renewed enthusiasm.)

Yours, peering hopefully into the
future,

Neil K. Henderson

Hi DJ,
Great  War:  Innovation  and

Devastation  –  what  a  nice  chapbook.  I
particularly  liked  Where  is  Hope and
Trenchfoot.  Glad  to  be  included.

Regards,
Gary Beck

.…………………………………………

Review By Arthur C. Ford, Sr.

Ignite
By L.E. Kinzie

ISBN 978-1-63505-211-4, pb, 144pp,
2016, £13.11/$17

Available from Amazon

A composer uses notes(½, ¼,etc.,) to
communicate to the musician; who in
turn, hopes to create the aesthetics of
the  sound  (music)  their  instruments
(voices)  project.  Poets  use
punctuation  (commas,  caesuras,
nothing  at  all,  etc.,)  to  create  the

same. Poet L.E. Kinzie accomplishes
this  in  her  book  of  poems  entitled
Ignite.

At  times  she  cooks  up  a
“gumbo”  of  expression  by  using
rhyme  and  free  verse  in  the  same
poem!

A few of my favorites out of a
total  of  80  poems  are:  Volcanoes,
Wildfire,  Positano,  Culture, I  want to
go to  Rehab,  paging Dr.  Phil,  Tribe,
Good  Editor,   Poet,  Out of  Body
Heart,  End  Game,  Hood  Ornament,
Congress and Infrastructure.

This book of poems is a “must
read”!!!

Word Ghetto
By Loretta Diane Walker

ISBN 9781421886305, pb, 130pp,
2011, £10.02/$15.95

Available from Amazon

I’ve  always  said  that  everything,
person  and  event  can  be  written
about.  Poet  Loretta  D.  Walker
solidifies  this  in  Word  Ghetto.
She  chisels  a  collage  of  feelings,
follies  and  fantasies  throughout  this
book.

Her  most  dominate  and  well
used poetic tools are personification,
metaphor  and  simile.

I  particularly  enjoyed  Word
Ghetto itself,  Fluidity,  Out of the Fog,
To  My  Turtle:  Sixty  Days  a  Mother,
Persistence  of  Memory,  Piety and
Cheese Sandwich.

This book of poetry is a “will
read again” for me.

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Somma Vesuviana
By Paul Murphy

The long elongated toe
Of the volcano is piled
On top of a million
Mosaiced pavements where

Bird, fire and stone
Crunch together.
Their shadows pound
The leadened caldera.

Beneath the tiled piety
Byzantine emptiness exudes
A star, a tree, a gorgon's mask
Poking its tongue out Janus-like

At the past and the future
……………………………………….

Have you visited the Atlantean blog?

Advertisement

Fault Lines
A poetry collection by

Gary Beck

There  are  cracks  in  our  foundation.
Undeniable  fractures  that  divide society
when we should be standing united. Fault
Lines is a poetry collection that examines
the disconnect,  the unchallenged chaos,
and  the  possible  downfall  of  humanity.
Much  like  his  collections Civilized
Ways and Perceptions, Fault Lines brings
us through the delicate ups and downs of
lives that will shape the future, and leads
us  down  whichever  path  we
ultimately allow. 
 

‘Thoughtful, densely rich poems.’ –
Archers Crown Magazine

‘Excellent, chilling, sobering. Great work.’ 
- Six Sentences Magazine

One of the poems was a Pushcart Prize
nominee by Nazar Look Magazine

Fault Lines is a 124 page poetry book.
Available in paperback with a retail price

of $10.99, and an ebook for $4.99.
ISBN:19410585.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Advertisement

Chasing Cloud:
a Tarxian Novel
By David M. Smith

The Book Guilde, 200pp, pb,
ISBN 978-1911320227, £8.99

Available from Amazon

Chasing Cloud is set in about 2500
BC  in  Copper  Age  Malta.  The
protagonist,  Lamaxe,  is  the priest  at
the  Tarxian  temple.  He  has  devoted
his  life  to  the  'Fat  Lady',  a  fertility
goddess, and has spent many years
learning  the  temple  rituals  and
theology.  A  young  female  sculptor
then  disrupts  his  near-perfect  life.

Lamaxe  finds  himself
responsible for trying to find a young
girl he knew from his childhood after
she  unexpectedly  disappears.
Meanwhile,  the  young  sculptor,  who
he first met last Spring, now needs his
help to obtain a copper idol for one of
her carvings.

Lamaxe  finds  himself
embroiled  in  two  exciting  and
dangerous  adventures.  Can  he
complete both of these quests? 



A Saucerful of (more)
Secrets: The Writing of…

By Andrew Darlington

A Saucerful of Secrets 
– Fourteen Stories Of Fantasy, 

Warped Sci-Fi & Perverse Horror
Parallel Universe Publications, 2016

208pp,  £8.99  ISBN 9-780993-574207

It starts like this. Simon Clark mentions in
passing  that  he’s  been  contracted  to
compile an anthology of Sherlock Holmes
stories. I’ve never actually written fiction
according to specific guidelines. When I
write,  it’s  according  to  whim or  nudge.
But  this  is  different.  Conan  Doyle’s
Holmes is up there on fiction’s pantheon
of  great  myth-figures,  alongside  Tarzan,
James  Bond  and  Superman,  screened
from Basil  Rathbone and  Peter  Cushing
all the way to Benedict Cumberbatch. We
all know him. But every one of Simon’s
contributors  will  be  doing  the  familiar
tropes,  so why not approach it  from the
tangential  angle  of  other  mythos
elements?  A  present-day  spin  on  the
lycanthrope  suggestions  behind  the
Baskerville  Beast,  entangled  with  the
real-life guilt-torment of a missing child?
From that point the story wrote itself. And
Simon  liked  it.  Only  problem  was  the
publisher remit specified the inclusion of
Holmes  himself,  on  a  foreign  escapade.
So  I  sit  down  and  write  “The  Strange
Death  Of  Sherlock  Holmes”,  predicated
on  the  idea  that  as  Doyle’s  original
Holmes cases were appearing in issues of
‘The  Strand’,  HG  Wells  was  publishing
chapters  of  his  The  Time  Machine in
‘The  New  Review’.  The  story  duly
appears in Simon’s  The Mammoth Book
Of Sherlock Holmes Abroad (Robinson,
2015),  while  The  Beast  Of  The
Baskervilles debuts  in  the  online
Tigershark magazine, then here in my A
Saucerful Of Secrets.

There  were  other  projected
anthologies.  Maxim  Jakubowski  was
compiling two,  one  on Holmes’ devious
adversary  Moriarty,  the  other  centred
around the ‘Jack The Ripper’ legends. So
I set about writing “My Name Is Jack” –
with a protagonist named Jack Harlan as a
deliberate  reference  to  Harlan  Ellison’s
“The Prowler In The City At The Edge Of
The  World”,  a  ‘Dangerous  Vision’ that
projects the Ripper into the future, spliced
to  the  idea  of  implanted  humans  drawn
together  by  an  outside  agency  vaguely
remembered  from  John  Mantley’s  1956
novel  The  Twenty-Seventh  Day.  That
story is now in  The Mammoth Book Of
Jack  The  Ripper  Stories (Robinson,
2015).  The other,  an  extravagant  steam-
Punk  romp  with  Moriarty  reanimated

after his death at the Reichenbach Falls, is
first  published  here.  Its  final  paragraph
attempts to replicate the unsettling shock
at the close of Robert  Silverberg’s  1969
temporal-travel  novel  Up  The  Line,
where time is  rewritten and the narrator
ceases to exist.

Once  primed,  those  stories
began a chain-reaction of tales jostling for
my attention, resulting in more anthology
and magazine appearances, online and in
print.  Leading  up  to  A  Saucerful  Of
Secrets,  not  my first  book,  but  my first
short  story  collection.  Yes,  the  title  is
taken  from  Pink  Floyd’s  second  album,
their  last  to  fully  include  the  mercurial
Syd Barrett – who I may, or may not have
briefly  encountered  beside  Drypool
Bridge in Hull (see the poem in my The
Poet’s Deliberation On The State Of The
Nation, 2016!). But, in the same friendly
tribute way, a number of my stories and
poems  borrow  their  titles  from  songs.
Most of the stories in this collection are
new,  all  –  hopefully,  contemporary,  but
informed  by  my  degree  of  longevity.
“Refuge” is a sympathetic take on the so-
called  migrant  crisis,  while  “The  Non-
Expanding Universe” deals directly with
my own memories of domestic violence.
Stan Barstow – the kitchen-sink author of
A Kind Of Loving  once confided to me
that today’s ‘committed’ writers should be
setting their work within the immigrant-
community. So this is also my nod to his
advice.

It’s  odd,  my  first-ever  short
story sale was to the New English Library
anthology  Stopwatch in  1975.  All  the
writer  primers  tell  how  to  lay-out  a
manuscript  and  research  your  market.  I
did nothing of the sort. I was working at a
print  factory.  The  guillotine  operator
would slice huge sheets of paper down to
the  required  size,  shunting  off-cuts  into
the waste cart, which – as an impecunious
poet,  I  would  then  salvage  for  my own
use.  So  my  “When  The  Music’s  Over”
was  typed  up  on  pale  green  sheets
measuring 17”x7.75”, and sent off to SF
activist George Hay who was editing the
academic-Lit magazine Foundation at the
time.  The  magazine  didn’t  even  use
fiction,  but  it  fortuitously  happened  he
liked  the  story  and  was  compiling  an
anthology at the time. Would I mind if he
used  it  there?  This  seems  too  easy.
Another  story –  “Matrix”,  was  accepted
by  Science  Fiction  Monthly,  who  paid
me £22 upfront,  but  the  magazine  went
extinct  before  they  could  publish  it.
Nevertheless,  other  stories  appeared,  in
the American  Space And Time, David A
Sutton’s  excellent  Fantasy  Tales,  and  a
series of German paperback anthologies.
But the natural story-by-story progression
was  disrupted  by  lucrative  seductive

Music  Journalism,  which  lured  with
opportunities  of  hanging  out  with  Rock
stars,  plus  well-paid  non-SF  stories  in
glossy magazines, live poetry-readings up
and  down  the  country,  and  other
delightful distractions.

Yet  things  eventually  came
together.  ‘Derek  Edge’  is  a  series-
character I’ve used in a number of tales,
an  awkward  adolescent  misfit
Frankensteined  together  as  part  me-as-
was,  gene-fused  with  part  of  a  chubby
misfit-loser teen-friend. My “Derek Edge
And The Sun-Spots” appeared in the fine
Kitchen  Sink  Gothic (2015)  anthology
from  Parallel  Universe.  So  it’s  only
appropriate  that  when  the  full  story-
collection was conjectured from the same
publisher that he should be here too. The
title  story  –  Derek  Edge  And  The
Saucerful Of Secrets bears a dedication to
Frank S Pepper,  the  prolific  comic-strip
scripter who wrote Tiger’s Jet-Ace Logan
picture-frames from which I lift the image
of the Caretaker’s three-clawed hand, and
Sydney Jordan  who  created  Jeff  Hawke
from which I vaguely derive the Temporal
Guardians (Pastmaster).

Although, gratifyingly, most of
the stories are new, the oldest –  And The
Earth Has No End, goes back some way,
but despite various rewrites it never quite
found its  proper  form, until  now. Based
on  Hegel,  the  idea  that  perception  is
‘learned’,  blended  by the  contortions  of
sub-atomic physics in which the observer
influences what is observed, it  questions
the truth of reality itself. The sequence by
the  pool  is  a  deliberate  Salvador  Dali
painting,  but  should  the  penis-into-anus
bit  be  censored  or  modified?  It  went
through a number of contortions until this
final version. Which prompted a sequel –
or  prequel,  The  World  Holds  Space
Enough,  explaining  how  this  pliable
alternate cosmos came into being. Strung
across such a long period of evolving time
it  was necessary to introduce continuity,
hence  the  recurring  characters.  A third
part  of this cycle – the poem “Beautiful
Pagan”, ‘the melding of new, and ancient
geographies,  from  meson  and  grimoire,
opened  this  passage  south,  through  ice-
fields  to  the  unexpected  continent,
beneath  this  cold  dark  moon’ is  in  my
Euroshima  Mon  Amour  (2001)  Sci-fi
poetry collection.

Gender-Shock also  started  out
as  a  years-back  exercise,  handwritten  in
ballpoint,  returned  to  periodically,  but
uncompleted. Sex is not a duality,  but  a
spectrum – we now know this, but how to
construct  a  society  based  around  that
understanding?  So  the  concept  of
normality  becomes  something  up  for
renegotiation. The protagonists are gender
deviants.  How  is  a  lawyer  to  defend



them? The  difficulty  in  portraying  a
totally pansexual society is that gender so
pervades  language  it’s  problematic  to
eradicate  it.  This  tale  is  constructed by
dispensing with every use of ‘he’, ‘she’,
‘himself’ or ‘herself’ with every character
purposefully gender non-specific – except
for  the single  case  of  the  transgressor,
who  is  on  trial  specifically  for that
unforgivable  deviation.  To  complete  the
story,  with  revisions,  I  added  a  maybe
opt-out  resolution  with  the  fallback
solution  of  a  convenient  enclave.
Nevertheless, I feel it works.

But every story tells a story.  I
wrote  the  far-future  Eternal  Assassin
about a sentient parasitic organism which
flits through hosts across immense spans
of time. When Philip Harbottle published
its  first  version  in  his  Fantasy
Adventures  no.1 (2002)  he  insisted  on
censoring  certain  playfully-explicit
passages.  When  the  full  unexpurgated
version  was  revived  as  a  hardback  with
beautiful  James  Cawthorn  artwork  as
Andrew  Darlington’s  Eternal  Assassin
(Spectre  Press,  2012),  publisher  Jon
Harvey  told  me  there’d  been  enquiries
asking if there were other stories featuring
Adsiduo Sicarius. So I wrote,  Terminator
Zero  And  The  Dream  Demon,  although
vastly  different  in  tone,  to  suggest  the
origins  of  this  character  in  deep
prehistory. Some of it is real. Peter Care is
a  real  filmmaker.  I  worked  in  Sheffield
with  Adi  (Newton)  who  is  the  thinking
head  of  Clock  DVA who  recorded  the
Thirst album (Fetish, 1981). A third story
in what is now a cycle, is now included in
the relaunched Weirdbook no.32.

It’s been pointed out that a cat
called  ‘Jingle’  appears  in  two  stories.
That’s  because  he  was  also  real.  And
Thuesday To Fryday not only records the
contours of a real-life relationship without
closure,  but  recounts  his  death,  if  not
exactly as here recounted.

I  knew  of,  and  admired  the
style and quality of the books published
by Parallel Universe, my inclusion in their
Kitchen  Sink  Gothic anthology
prompting  negotiations  towards  this
short-story collection,  for  which Vincent
Chong  has  created  the  remarkably-
effective  cover-art.  I  love  what  they’ve
done. And Simon Clark… who’d been a
catalyst, adds a blurb.

Find THE ZONE online review at:
http://www.zone-

sf.com/wordworks/sauceros.html 
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Review by Paul Murphy

By the Bog of Cats 
By Marina Carr 

at the Abbey Theatre, Dublin
on the 5th September, 2015

Watching this play without any kind of
background  reading,  foreknowledge
or  forewarning,  it  would  appear  that
the  author  follows  and  abides  with
excruciating exactitude to  the unities
of time, place and character laid down
in  Aristotle’s  Poetics.   Of  course  it
hardly  comes as  a  surprise to  learn
that the play is a version of Euripede’s
Medea.  By the Bog of  Cats is  both
populist  and  poetic  in  its  stylistic
rendering  of  antiquities  most
controversial,  enfant  terrible  and
intrepid  revolutionist  Euripides  who
eventually died in exile in Macedonia
rather than imbibing a cup of hemlock
as his contemporary Socrates did.

Euripides has come down to
us as something of a misogynist  but
this is a fallacious accusation because
Euripides alone among his other great
contemporaries  Aeschylus  and
Sophocles really does take the side of
women  and  other  outsiders  and
victims.  His Medea is such a victim.
The  most  complete  source  for  the
play  was  the  Argonautica of
Apollonious, the only epic poem of the
Hellenistic  period  (the  period  about
300BC  which  followed  the  classical
period  of  circa  400-600BC).   The
poem takes its title from Jason’s ship
the Argo, a talking ship endowed with
magical powers containing a beam of
Dodonian  oak,  apparently.   Jason
gathers a band of warriors and poets,
including Heracles and Orpheus,  the
Argonauts, and goes in search of the
Golden  Fleece,  a  mythical  and
possibly symbolical artefact which has
been explained  as  being  a  book on
alchemy, a form of sheep husbandry,
the  sun  and  techniques  of  farming
and  mining!   The  poem  is  clearly
derivative  of  Homer’s  Odyssey and
many episodes from the  Argonautica
have  parallels  in  that  work.   Jason
voyages to Colchis on the Black Sea,
slays a terrible dragon, gains a wife,
Medea, the daughter of Aetes, King of
Colchis,  after  also  slaying  a  field  of
skeleton  warriors  sewn  from  the
dragon’s  teeth.   This  was  brought
enduringly to life (in more ways than
one)  in  the  film  Jason  and  the
Argonauts, a further Hollywoodisation
of  the  epic  and  Ray  Harryhausen’s
unforgettable  animated  skeleton
warrior sequence.  Medea returns to
Corinth, Greece as Jason’s wife.

The text is thus over-written
as an epic poem derived from endless
secondary  material  and  being
palpably derived from further, infinitely
superior  material.  However,  in  the
Twentieth  Century  it  was  the  most
performed play of the classical era of
Greek drama and its abiding appeal is
in  terms  of  the  outsider  as  victim,
feminism  and  the  urgent  need  of  a
woman to find her own life, to fashion
her  own  destiny.   Marina  Carr’s
version of  Medea is set in a mythical
landscape,  the  eponymous  bog  of
cats,  summing  up  the  landscape  of
Ireland.   The  play  thus  sets  up
predictable  parallels  between  the
legends  of  ancient  Greece  and
Ireland,  landscape,  property  and
women, cycles of violence all of which
might  be  summarised  as  ‘troubles’.
Carr’s play is both realistic and poetic
(the  playwright  creates  dynamic,
contemporary prose instead replacing
Euripides  original  text)  but  the
dialogue  is  poised  between  the
symbolic and the ordinary and never
quite  settles  for  either.   The  plays
populist  verve  and  symbolic,  epic
backdrop  are  never  easily  resolved.
At  times the dialogue is  jarring (and
even  toe  curlingly  embarrassing)  as
sentiment  is  evoked  rather  than
feeling and the poetic meanderings of
the  author  never  quite  convince  us
that her heroine, Hester Swane, and
other  characters really have stepped
out of myth but seem rather steeped
in it.  The set design seems to be the
best  thing  about  the  play  which  is
more  dirge  than  tragedy  because
everything is made explicit and even
sub plots which might have made the
material more palatable are excluded.
Hester  meets  the  ghost  of  her
murdered  brother,  an  unconvincing
episode.   Later,  perhaps
unsurprisingly, Hester is threatened at
gunpoint  by  her  husband’s  new
father-in-law for she has gate crashed
his wedding wearing her own wedding
frock.  Haven’t these people heard of
divorce, one muses!  The sentiment is
trowelled  on  as  Hester  burns  down
her  own  home,  kills  her  husband’s
cattle,  kills  her  daughter  Josie  and
then  herself   (she’s  a  tinker,
incidentally, which seems to be some
synonym for a “gypsy” or traveller for
the  “gypsies”  weren’t  Egyptian  at  all
but originated rather in northern India.
Medea was also a foreigner.) For all
that the play was well received by an
audience  who  gave  it  a  standing
ovation which perhaps intimates that
these  strategies  that  the  author  has
deployed and which I  have deplored
really do work.



Bernard Kops, Poetry & Peril:
Peace Will Come, Anne Frank Insists,

You Will See
By Thomas Ország-Land

Bernard Kops, the doyen of Anglo-Jewish
letters,  has  responded  to  a  global
resurgence  of  violent  anti-Semitism  by
issuing a  new collection  of  verse  called
Anne  Frank’s  Fragments  from
Nowhere.  This is his second major work
exploring  the  legacy  of  the  teenage
diarist.  Anne  was  murdered  in  Bergen-
Belsen  after  hiding  with  her  family  for
two exhausting years in a secret annex at
the back of an Amsterdam building.

She  returns  in  Bernard’s  poetry
to assure worried Jews everywhere:

... peace will come.
And the tired will lie down and sleep.
And the dreamers will awake
and embrace the beauty
of world, of existence, of love.
And peace will come,
and love and lovers will transcend
the wars of earth.
And they will plant their love.
And the tree of love will grow forever.
And  you’ll  see.  Peace  will  come.  And
peace will come.
And people will come and go and live.
And live again and again.
And peace will come. You’ll see!
You’ll see. And peace will come!
And peace will come!
And peace must come.

Bernard, a poet and playwright at
last basking in world fame at the age of
89, is slightly older than Anne would be if
she  had  been  allowed  to  live.  He  is  a
descendant  of  working-class  Dutch
immigrants  to  Britain,  whose  entire
extended family back in Europe perished
during the Holocaust. He is, like all Jews
alive today, a survivor acutely aware of a
looming,  ubiquitous  presence  of  racist
intolerance.

Seven  decades  after  the
Holocaust  and  over  a  year  after  the
horrendous Charlie  Hebdo massacre  in
Paris  replicated  worldwide,  Jewish
institutions  in  hundreds  of  population
centres  survive  under  armed  guard.
France,  the  home  of  Europe’s  biggest
Jewish community and  the third biggest
in the world, has declared a long-lasting
state  of  emergency.  It  deploys  troops in
combat  fatigues  and  wielding  automatic
weapons to control the wrath of Islamist
fanatics encouraging the racist rampage of
the native far-right and far-left rabble.

A wide range of xenophobic hate
crimes  has  substantially  increased
throughout  the  West.  Jewish  community
leaders  perceive  a  level  of  existential

threat  that  they  have  not  experienced
since  the  wartime  deportation  trains
transporting  the  Kops  and  the  Frank
families  and  millions  of  other  civilian
captives  across  Europe  to  industrially
organized slaughter. Jewish emigration to
Israel has now also reached record levels.

Anne Frank's Fragments
from Nowhere

By Bernard Kops
Indigo Dreams Publishing, Devon, 2015

36pp., £6.00+P&P,
ISBN: 978-1-909357-91-4

The book confronts a crisis that may well
intensify  following  the  Great  Powers’
dubious new nuclear power development
accord with the theocracy of Tehran.  Its
immediate  effect  will  be  to  fuel  the
perilous conflagrations already engulfing
the  Middle  East  and  extending  to  the
European  Union  and  Russia.  For  the
compromise  agreement  has  released  an
estimated  $150bn  in  direct  and  indirect
investment  in  the terrorist  states  of  Iran
and its client Syria, and also in numerous
terrorist  states  within  states  like
Hezbollah and Hamas.

The  first  German  feature  film
based  on  the  teenager’s  Holocaust
testimony, titled Das Tagebuch der Anne
Frank (The Diary of Anne Frank), has
been  released  this  year  during  the  66th
Berlin  Film  Festival.  A  Hollywood
adaptation in 1959 won three Oscars.

Bernard’s  collection  addresses
the  future  by insisting  on  recording  the
past.  In  the  poem For  the  Record,  he
recalls:

They  came  for  him  in  Amsterdam,  my
grandfather David,
and  with  minimum  force  removed  him
from his home.

He  surrendered  to  the  entire  German
army,
and that was that.

It is of little consequence now;
so many die alone in foreign lands.
But for the record I must say
they gave him a number, helped him
aboard an eastbound train.

It was a little overcrowded,
but then they had so many to dispatch...

The  poet  grew  up  in  deep
poverty in the East End of London “as a
committed witness for the lost community
of  Amsterdam,”  he  recounts,  “including
my family and Anne’s. Her fate could so
easily have been mine...”

He all but met her. He explains:
“My  first  play, The  Hamlet  of  Stepney
Green” first  performed  at  the  Oxford
Playhouse  in 1957,  “was  translated  into
Dutch  by  Rosie  Pool,  an  author  who
joined  the  Dutch  Resistance  during  the
war.  She  had  escaped  from  the  Nazi
transit  camp  at  Westbork,”  a  collection
point  from  which  the  Jews  were  being
dispatched to mass murder, “and her first
task  was  to  smuggle  herself  back  and
organize others.

“There  she  met  and  tutored
Anne. Rosie talked to me endlessly about
Anne’s character, personality, dreams and
nightmares.  All  this  has  fed  my
imagination, and Anne became my close
relative.”

The experience eventually led to
Bernard’s  play,  the Dreams  of  Anne
Frank, which  opened  in  the  Polka
Theatre,  London,  in  1992.  The  play
(Methuen  Drama,  England,  1997)  has
been  touring  the  world  ever  since.  The
Hungarian version performed in 1998 at
the  Mahatma  Gandhi  School,  Pécs,
employed  a  cast  of  teenage  Romany
actors, perhaps a quarter million of whose
people  had  been  murdered  during  the
Holocaust. The atmosphere was electric.

In Act One, Anne holds up a star
on  an  empty  stage  as  she  turns  to  the
audience. (The following text of her song
is not included in the new collection.)

Fate gave me a yellow star.
A badge to tell them who I am.
I’m Anne from Amsterdam.
I’m Anne Frank and I’m a Jew.
And I’m the same as you and you.
Or you and you and you.
But fate gave me a yellow star.
Yellow star.
The star to put me in my place,
To wear it as a badge of shame,
But I’m Anne from Amsterdam.
I’m proud of who I am.
We have to hide away from light
Because they come for us at night.
And pack us off to God knows where,
And all we have is where we are.
But fate gave me a yellow star.
Yellow star.

Like Bernard, the real-life Anne
had  consciously  prepared  for  a  writing
career,  and  she  spectacularly succeeded.
Her diary describing the fears as well as
the tensions, loves, dreams and irritations
of  people  hiding  away from  death  in  a
terrorized  city  was  published
posthumously  in  1947  as Het
Achterhuis (The  Annex).  Subsequent
editions  were  titled The  Diary  of  Anne
Frank and Diary  of  a  Young  Girl. The
book  has  been  sold  in  more  than  30m
copies.



A  fierce  controversy  is  now
raging over an extension of its copyright
protection that  would typically expire in
Europe  70  years  after  the  death  of  its
author. Another book of the same period
controversially  just  reissued  on  entering
the  public  domain  is Mein  Kampf (My
Struggle)  by  Adolf  Hitler,  a  screed
campaigning  for  the  annihilation  of  the
Jewish people.

Bernard is one of the best-known
writers  of  our  time.  All  his  writing  is
steeped  in  poetry. He  is  extraordinarily
creative,  prolific,  fearless  and
compassionate,  the  author  of  some  nine
collections of verse,  more than 40 plays
for  stage  and  television,  11  novels  and
two autobiographies.

Many of his books are constantly
in print and his plays in production. His
range of concerns is enormous, embracing
Jewish identity, the many shades of love,
family relationships,  aging,  fear,  passion
and mental illness. The Hamlet of Stepney
Green, whose  roots  reach  back  to  the
tradition  of  Yiddish  theatre,  is
widely recognized  as  an  originator  of
Britain’s  revolutionary,  new  wave,
“kitchen-sink” theatre.

A seminal,  book-length  critical
analysis of his growing corpus (Bernard
Kops:  Fantasist,  London  Jew,
Apocalyptic  Humorist,  Fairleigh
Dickinson  University  Press,  2014,
168pp.)  has  been  issued  by  Professor
William  Baker  of  Northern  Illinois
University  and  Prof.  Jeanette  Roberts
Shumaker at San Diego State University.
The  monograph  describes  him  as  an
influential innovator of British drama, an
important  social  critic  and  a  careful
chronicler of the Anglo-Jewish society as
well as the London Bohemian subculture
of the 1940s, 50s, and 60s, of which he
was a part.

He  is  also  a  stubborn  optimist
convinced  that  well  chosen  words  are
mightier  even  than  fleets  of  nuclear
warheads. With  a  comradely  wink
towards  Anna,  Bernard  includes  in  the
new collection one of his best loved, old
poems, Shalom Bomb. Here is one timely
passage:

...I want a one-man-band-bomb. My own
bomb!
My live long and die happy bomb.
My die peacefully of old age bomb;
in my own bed bomb.
My Om Mane Padme Aum Bomb.
My Tiddly Om Pom Bomb.
My goodnight bomb, my sleeptight bomb,
my see you in the morning bomb.
I want my bomb. My own private bomb.
My Shalom bomb.

….

THOMAS  ORSZÁG-LAND  is  a  poet  and
award-winning  foreign  correspondent  who
writes  on  Europe  and  the  Middle  East.  His
work appears in current or forthcoming issues
of The  Jerusalem  Report,
Standpoint and The  Transnational. His  last
book  was Survivors:  Hungarian  Jewish
Poets of the Holocaust (Smokestack/England,
2014),  and his last  E-chapbook, Reading for
Rush  Hour:  A  Pamphlet  in  Praise  of
Passion(Snakeskin/England, 2016).
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Reading For Rush Hour :
A Pamphlet in Praise

of Passion
By Thomas Land

Free downloadable pdf from
 http://www.snakeskinpoetry.co.uk/

snake227.html

The  first  thing  to  say  is  that  this
collection is free, as are all the issues
in  the  snakeskin  webzine  archive  –
so,  if  you  love  poetry,  there’s  no
excuse not to hop online and take a
look!

Versions  of  some  of  these
poems  have  appeared  in  journals
such as Acumen, Ambit and The New
York  Times,  so the collection comes
with a fine pedigree.

I particularly liked the poems
The Reed (“I am the reed / translating
the crude, the boundless whine, // into
formal  song”),  Verse  in  My  Purse
(“Flippant flight on a butterfly’s wings
– / life, adult life, life, life: / born from
coincidence”),  and  Landscape  With
Knifewound (“This  is  a  landscape
abandoned  by  gentle  giants,  /  this
edge  of  Cornwall  where  the  calm  /
and  soft,  continuous  curve  of  the
rising hills / abruptly crashes into the
ocean”).

This  would  be  an  excellent
collection if you were paying for it, and
you’re not. Don’t let the lack of a price
tag put you off. Highly recommended.

Codex New England
By Cardinal Cox

Email :  cardinalcox1@yahoo.co.uk
Available for SAE from

58 Pennington, Orton Goldhay,
Peterborough, PE2 5RB, UK

Are these just poems, or are they the
delusional  ramblings  of  a  madman?
Or,  worse,  are  they  the  genuine
record of a journey to a corner of New
England  that  we  all  thought  was
nothing more than a fictional creation
of HP Lovecraft? Read it, and decide!

The poems begin  with  Cox’s
flight to the USA –

night flight – northern lights
glow over wing – sky flicker

dark arrival

–  where  he  takes  a  Bus  From
Newburyport (“Drifting  into  twilight
dreams”)  to  his  destination,
Innsmouth,  beyond  which  he  travels
to  other  destinations,  such  as  the
Dunwich Jazz Festival where “Crowds
thin, couldn’t find stages but I heard /
sharp flautists everywhere, free form.”

This  is  another  great
instalment  in  Cox’s  wonderful  series
of  Lovecraftian  codices.  Highly
recommended.
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A  wonderful  Lovecraftian  cover
featuring  an  Elder  Thing  opens  this
issue.  Dreams and Nightmares has
been going thirty years this year and
remains on fine form.

I  particularly  liked  Exposition
by Gloundan S. (“I  raise it  up in the
market of worlds, / it is a round one,
and  blue,  /  with  the  four  limbs  of  it
painting  a  tune”),  Godzilla  vs.  King
Kong by James S.  Dorr  in  which “It
came down to this, finally, / the fight of
all fights, / Godzilla and the King”, and
the  off-world  romance  of
Engagement: Set in Stone by Lauren
McBride (“He romanced me /  with a
candlelit  dinner  /  and  stroll  under
three alien moons”).

If  you  enjoy  speculative
poetry,  you’ll  enjoy  Dreams  and
Nightmares. Highly recommended.
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The Supplement
will return in 2017.
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